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We’re going to use the best pointing device in the world. We’re going to use a pointing device that
we’re all born with — born with ten of them. We’re going to use our fingers. We’re going to touch
this with our fingers.

— Steve Jobs

Abstract

We present an interactive visual framework named InternChat, or iChat for short.
The framework integrates chatbots that have planning and reasoning capabilities,
such as ChatGPT, with non-verbal instructions like pointing movements that enable
users to directly manipulate images or videos on the screen. Pointing (including
gestures, cursors, etc.) movements can provide more flexibility and precision in
performing vision-centric tasks that require fine-grained control, editing, and gener-
ation of visual content. The name InternChat stands for interaction, nonverbal, and
chatbots. Different from existing interactive systems that rely on pure language,
by incorporating pointing instructions, the proposed iChat significantly improves
the efficiency of communication between users and chatbots, as well as the accu-
racy of chatbots in vision-centric tasks, especially in complicated visual scenarios
where the number of objects is greater than 2. Additionally, in iChat, an auxiliary
control mechanism is used to improve the control capability of LLM, and a large
vision-language model termed Husky is fine-tuned for high-quality multi-modal
dialogue (impressing ChatGPT-3.5-turbo with 93.89% GPT-4 Quality). We hope
this work can spark new ideas and directions for future interactive visual systems.

1 Introduction

Vision-centric tasks aim to enable computers to understand what they see from the world and
react accordingly. In the past, these tasks were solved one by one using specific vision foundation
models (VFMs) that were pre-defined and trained for specific visual concepts (e.g., classes, masks,
etc.). However, this approach is limited by the availability and quality of labeled data and the diversity
of visual scenarios. Recently, the blossom of large language models (LLMs) such as ChatGPT [44],
GPT-4 [43], and LLaMA [57] has opened up new possibilities for solving vision-centric tasks.
This paradigm leverages LLMs to learn unified real-world concepts and make decisions or plans
with vision foundation models (VFM). This approach is user-friendly, requiring almost no domain
knowledge for daily or professional tasks via dialogues. It has led to the development of various
killer applications, e.g., Visual ChatGPT [69], MM-REACT [74], HuggingGPT [53], etc.
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WRemove the object.

I have used the tool "Remove the masked object" with the 
input "tmp/img001.png", and the output is 
"tmp/img002.png"

W

click

I have used the tool "Segment the Clicked Region" to 
segment the clicked region in the image, and the output 
file name is "tmp/img001.png".

success

(b) pointing-language-driven InternChat (ours)

Received.

W

WRemove the boy in green pants.

I have used the tool "Remove Something From The Photo" 
to remove the boy in green pants from "tmp/img001.png" 
and the result is saved as "tmp/img002.png". 

failed

(a) previous purely language-driven interactive systems

Purely language-driven interactive systems,
like Visual ChatGPT, HuggingGPT, may not
be sufficient for handling complicated
visual scenarios.

Now you have a pointing device.

Figure 1: Advantage of our pointing-language-driven interactive system.

Although words are convenient for defining tasks and describing objects, actions, scenes, events,
etc, and language-based instructions powered by LLMs allow us to enjoy the capabilities of AI
systems, current interactive systems [69, 74, 53] have limitations in connecting vision and language
models. They rely mainly on text instructions to interact with visual instances. This becomes highly
inefficient when dealing with complicated visual scenarios involving multiple instances since we
need to describe the desired instance in length by giving details to discriminate it from others.

Pointing movements such as gestures and cursors are the most common form of non-verbal in-
structions for communication, showing accuracy in pointing and brevity in operations. Modern
operating systems rely heavily on pointing devices such as touchscreens and mice for navigation
and interaction. To overcome the aforementioned limitations in current interactive systems, we need
to explore new methods to integrate visual perception and language understanding, including both
verbal and non-verbal instructions. This will enable efficient and accurate interactions in complicated
visual environments.

Inspired by this, we present an advanced interactive visual framework, termed InternChat (iChat),
which combines the advantages of pointing and language instructions to perform complex vision-
centric tasks. It consists of three main components: a perception unit that handles pointing instructions
on images or videos, an LLM controller with an auxiliary control mechanism that can accurately parse
language instructions, an open-world toolkit that integrates various online models from HuggingFace,
private models trained by users, as well as other applications (e.g., calculator, search engine).
InternChat gives equal importance to pointing and language instructions and uses the perception
unit and the LLM controller to coordinate and execute the applications in the toolkit to accomplish
complicated vision-centric tasks. In addition, for high-quality multi-modal dialogue including image
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captioning and visual question answering, we provide a large-scale visual language model named
Husky. Husky is quite efficient and effective, which impresses ChatGPT-3.5-turbo with 93.89 %
GPT-4 Quality with only 7B parameters.

Compared with previous pure-language interactive frameworks, iChat excels in achieving higher
accuracy and efficiency in complicated visual tasks including accurate interactive image or video
editing, understanding, question-answering, visual content creation, etc. As evidenced in Figure 1,
our system can successfully carry out intricate interactive tasks while pure-language systems fail.
Moreover, our user surveys have revealed that combining pointing instructions with language instruc-
tions can enhance work efficiency significantly, particularly in complicated scenarios that involve
many objects (object number greater than 2). We aim to establish this work as an open baseline
for visual interactive systems and will continue updating it with the capability of our VFMs (e.g.,
InternImage [61] and InternVideo [65]) and the contribution/pull request from the community to
achieve even better results.

2 Related Work

Large language model. Recent LLMs [3, 43, 57, 77] have demonstrated a range of significant
abilities, including language generation, in-context learning, world knowledge, and reasoning. The
presence of these capabilities enables LLMs to perform complex tasks based on user instructions
and prompts in a zero-shot manner. GPT-3 [3], the first language model with over 100 billion
parameters, has achieved impressive zero-shot performance on various benchmarks. However, it
does not consistently outperform smaller models, such as T5 [50], on some tasks. InstructGPT
models [46], which are finetuned on a dataset consisting of prompts with the corresponding human-
annotated desired behavior, can be aligned with users, generate outputs that are preferred over those
from GPT-3 and show improvements in truthfulness and reductions. Instruction-tuned models have
also demonstrated a remarkable ability to generalize zero-shot to new tasks. Thus, instruction-
tuning [41, 67, 20, 8] is considered key to eliciting the abilities of LLMs [17]. In addition to
GPT model family [48, 49, 3, 43], several other LLMs exist, including OPT [79], LLaMA [57],
MOSS [11] and GLM [77]. These models also achieve high performance and are open-sourced,
providing valuable experience in training large models and serving as a base for further fine-tuning
for different purposes. For example, Alpaca [66] proposes a self-instruct framework to instruction
tune the LLaMA model family without relying heavily on human-written instruction data. Another
active research area on LLMs is chain-of-thought prompting (CoT) [68, 24, 18, 64]. CoT prompts
models to solve problems step by step, greatly improving their reasoning ability of LLMs and making
it possible to utilize LLMs for task splitting. As a result, LLMs can be combined with a variety
of APIs [32, 42] and models [53, 69] trained for different modalities and serve as a controller to
schedule them. This method liberates LLMs from pure language instructions and paves the way for a
multi-modal interactive system.

Perception model. The emergence of the AlexNet [25] can be considered as the beginning of
the development history of deep convolutional neural networks (CNN). Drawing on the success of
AlexNet, many CNN with deeper networks, more parameters, and better performance have been
proposed and successfully applied to computer vision. However, blindly deepening the network and
increasing parameters will not improve the performance without limit but will cause overfitting and
increase the cost of experiments. In 2004, GoogleNet [55] overcame the above issues by processing
images at multiple scales thanks to the proposed Inception mechanism, which combines convolution
operations and pooling operations of different core sizes. In the same year, the concise VGG [54]
only used (3×3) convolution and (2×2) pooling to win the second place in classification and the
first place in object detection. The ResNet [19] has extended the number of layers of the network
to an unprecedented scale and solved the issue of deep network degradation, finally achieving
3.57% error on the ImageNet [13] test set. The above models have achieved the dominant position
of CNN in the visual field, and it was not until the birth of Vision Transformer (ViT) [14] that
this pattern was changed. Benefiting from the powerful Transformer [58] structure, many more
advanced transformer-based vision models, e.g., PVT [62, 63], Swin Transformer [39], etc., have
been proposed. At the same time, CNN has also been revived (e.g., ConvNeXt [40], InternImage [61]),
and some hybrid methods (e.g., ConViT [15], CeiT [76], and CoAtNet [12]) of CNN and Transformer
have appeared to make full use of the advantages of both. The benign competition of the visual
foundation model has also greatly promoted the development of other visual recognition tasks,
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InternChat

click, drag,
draw, ...

location, object,
stroke, ...

toolkit
• BLIP
• Stable Diffusion
• Pix2Pix
• ControlNet
• InternImage
• InternVideo
• HuggingFace
• Calculator
• Google
...

pointing

requirements feedback

users

perception unit
• SAM
• OCR
...

"DEF"

output

chat, instruct,
ask, ...

planning,
calling, ...

language

"ABC" LLM controller
• ChatGPT, GPT-4
• LLaMA
...

Figure 2: Overall architecture of InternChat. It has three main components: perception unit, LLM
controller, and open-world toolkit.

such as object detection [51, 36, 4, 81, 73, 71, 72, 75], segmentation [7, 21, 33, 6, 22], video
understanding [60, 35, 16, 2, 1, 28, 56, 5, 59, 29, 30, 70], etc. These models have a strong ability to
perceive the physical world and can serve as the sensory organs for LLMs.

LLM-based interactive system. The success of LLMs [3, 43] has led to the development of AI
systems that integrate perception models and LLMs for multimodal reasoning and action. One
such system is Visual ChatGPT [69], which connects ChatGPT with visual foundation models to
generate and edit images during chatting. Another paradigm is MM-REACT [74], which integrates
ChatGPT with a pool of vision experts for multimodal reasoning and action. HuggingGPT [53]
utilizes numerous sophisticated AI tasks in different modalities and domains from HuggingFace’s
abundant AI models to achieve impressive results. TaskMatrix.AI [34] connects foundation models
with millions of APIs from other AI models and systems to perform diversified tasks in both digital
and physical domains. However, these systems are limited by their dependence on pure language
instructions, which can hinder effective communication and task performance, just like a console
cannot achieve what GUI can. By incorporating pointing instructions, the proposed iChat significantly
improves the efficiency of communication between users and chatbots, as well as the accuracy of
chatbots in vision-centric tasks.

3 InternChat

InternChat (iChat) aims to provide an intuitive, user-friendly, and efficient way of human-computer
interaction (HCI) in AI that leverages the integration of a large language model (LLM), pointing
devices, and computer vision algorithms to perform vision-centric tasks. As illustrated in Figure 2,
iChat consists of three main components: (1) a perception unit that interprets the user’s pointing
gestures on images and videos, enabling precise object selection and identification; (2) an LLM
controller that processes the user’s language commands, facilitating natural communication and (3)
an open-world toolkit that integrates various off-the-shelf models/applications to offer a versatile
platform for different tasks.

iChat’s design allows it to operate effectively at multiple levels, catering to diverse needs:

Level 1: basic interaction. An intuitive way to use iChat is to give it simple commands that trigger
pre-defined tasks, such as “caption this photo”. iChat then calls the appropriate model, such
as BLIP [27], to produce the desired results. At this level, iChat acts as a front-end of traditional
single-task foundation models, without requiring complicated interactive logic, such as chain of
thought, contextual reasoning, etc.
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Level 2: Language-guided interaction. Real-world tasks often involve more complex and diverse
demands than traditional pre-defined tasks at level 1. To accomplish these tasks, language instructions
with clear specifications or multiple dialogue turns are needed. For example, the command “remove
the black dog near the table in the image” requires open-vocabulary detection models
to identify the target object based on the language description, and then apply the erase model to
remove it from the image. At this level, iChat is an assistant that communicates with users to resolve
any ambiguity using natural language.

Level 3: pointing-language enhanced interaction. When tasks require more precise specifications
that language instructions alone cannot provide, pointing-language instructions become essential. For
example, editing/recognizing/OCRing a particular part of an image can be difficult to describe with
words. Nonverbal cues, such as gestures or cursor movements, help select, move, or draw objects in
the image.

Compared to existing systems like ChatGPT and Visual ChatGPT, iChat represents a significant
advancement in user-centric interaction by combining pointing and language instructions to accom-
plish complex vision-centric tasks. Practical use cases include image editing, object manipulation,
video annotation, and more, demonstrating its potential impact across various academic and industrial
fields. We detail iChat’s design in the following.

3.1 Interacting with User

As shown in Figure 2, iChat’s framework accomplishes its tasks through continuous interaction
with users. Each time the user provides their requirements via pointing and language instructions,
the perception unit analyzes the pointing instructions to identify the target or the content created.
Simultaneously, the LLM controller interprets the user’s language instructions, breaking down the
task into smaller subtasks and selecting the appropriate tool.

These components work in tandem, delivering accurate and efficient results to users. Similar to previ-
ous methods [69], our system keeps a record of the conversation history, enabling users to revisit prior
tasks and results. This capability ensures continuous improvement and better performance over time.

3.2 Perception Unit

Built on community open-source projects like SAM [23] and OCR [10], iChat’s perception unit parses
pointing instructions and performs various operations, such as pick, drag, and draw. It uses click,
stroke, drag, and draw gestures for object selection, movement, and content creation. Specifically, the
drag gesture is used to move objects to different positions, while the draw gesture is used to create or
complete shapes, aided by image generation technology.

The current system uses simple logic to interpret pointing instructions. After the pointing gesture
is finished, we handle it in three ways: (1) For typical objects, SAM detects the semantic region to
enable selection. (2) For scene text, OCR technology extracts pointed text content. (3) For generation
tasks, gestures are stored as strokes and fed into AIGC tools.

The perception unit’s versatility and proficiency in executing various operations based on user input
are crucial to our system’s success. Whether the user needs to select an object, move it, or create
new content, the perception unit makes it possible. By combining cutting-edge AI solutions with
user-friendly interfaces, we ensure a seamless and engaging user experience.

3.3 LLM Controller

Similar to previous interactive systems [69, 74, 53], iChat manages complex tasks based on large
language models (LLMs). It autonomously parses user language requests, decomposes them into
multiple tasks, and plans the task order and dependency based on LLM knowledge. The LLM
controller allocates the parsed tasks to the corresponding APIs based on the model descriptions.
Through continuous analysis of historical data and user interactions, the system improves task
allocation and execution for efficient management.

Accurate task execution with the auxiliary control mechanism. Even top language models like
ChatGPT and GPT-4 struggle with invoking APIs, especially when parsing and passing arguments.
To tackle this issue, iChat employs auxiliary control when LLM fails to act as a controller. It
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works as follows: (1) Parse verbs and nouns to identify the API before execution. (2) Extract
relevant arguments from prior dialogues based on the API. For example, in the case of “remove the
masked object”, query the LLM: “What’s the image_path and mask_path of the ‘remove
the masked object’ API?” This retrieves the “image_path” and “mask_path” from the chat
history. (3) Check argument validity and apply rule-based corrections if necessary. (4) Invoke the API
with the identified arguments. This mechanism refines abstract instructions into specific commands,
resulting in more accurate task execution.

Speech transcription. Additionally, iChat also offers speech transcription features, such as whisper
[47] and bark [9], enabling users to communicate without typing.

3.4 Toolkit

iChat’s toolkit is called upon by the system. Different from previous works [69, 74, 53], it supports
input from pointing devices in addition to standard API descriptions, inputs, and outputs. Here, we
show four representative examples of API descriptions as follows:

Example 1: remove the masked object. Input: original image, mask (pick); Output: re-
sult image; Prompt: “useful when you want to remove an object by masking the
region in the image, like: remove the object by the masked region. The
input to this tool should be a comma-separated string of two, representing
the image_path and mask_path. The input to this tool should be a string,
representing the image_path”.

Example 2: question the masked object. Input: original image, mask (pick); Output: result
text; Prompt: “useful when you need an answer for a question based on a masked
image. like: what is the background color in the masked region, how many
cats are in this masked figure, what is in this masked figure. The input
to this tool should be a comma-separated string of two, representing the
image_path and the question”.

Example 3: conditional image generation. Input: stroke draft (drag & draw); Output:
result image; Prompt: “useful when you want to replace an object by clicking
in the image with another object or something. like: replace the masked
object with a new object or something. The input to this tool should be
a comma-separated string of three, representing the image_path and the
mask_path and the prompt”.

Example 4: video highlight interpretation. Input: original video, mask at timestamp t (pick);
Output: result video; Prompt: “useful when you want to generate a video with
TikTok style based on prompt, like: cut this video to a TikTok video based
on a prompt. The input to this tool should be a comma-separated string of
two, representing the video_path and prompt.”

A comprehensive summary of the toolkit’s APIs is provided in Table 1, covering applications
including vision, vision-language foundation models, as well as other applications such as calculators
and search engines. This diverse range of APIs enables users to harness advanced techniques for
various tasks and achieve their goals more efficiently.

Specifically, for the large vision-language model named Husky in Table 1, we follow the approach
of BLIP-2 [26], and replace the language model with LLaMA-7B, which is trained on 52k En-
glish instruction-following data generated by GPT-4 [43]. To handle multi-modal tasks without
compromising the text-only generation capabilities, we strictly adhere to the input format used in
instruct-tuned LLaMA and carry out finetuning of Husky in three stages. As a result, Husky exhibits
impressive capabilities, such as visual captioning, visual question-answering, complex reasoning,
code generation similar to those of MiniGPT-4 [80] and LLaVA [37].
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Category API

Vision Stable Diffusion [52], ControlNet [78], InternImage [61], InternVideo [65],
SAM [23], DINOv2 [45], etc.

Vision-Language BLIP-2 [26], Grounding DINO [38], GLIP [31], VideoChat, Husky, etc.

Others Calculator, Google, HuggingFace, etc.

Table 1: Representive APIs supported by InternChat. VideoChat comes from https://github.
com/OpenGVLab/Ask-Anything.

4 Experiment

4.1 User Studies

The iChat framework enhances the communication effectiveness of the interactive system with the
user by incorporating verbal and nonverbal instructions. To prove the effectiveness of our mixed-
mode instructions, which combine language and pointing gestures, in comparison to purely linguistic
instructions, we conduct a user study involving 10 human participants. These participants interact
with Visual ChatGPT [69] and our iChat through chat and provide their feedback. We present various
findings from the user study as follows:

Efficiency. We ask users to create an image-centric work by designing input instructions for Visual
ChatGPT [69] and iChat, which involve removing and replacing objects. Users can refine their
instructions if the results are unsatisfactory. We assume that a user has the patience to attempt up to
ten times. Cases with over ten attempts are considered as failed. The number of attempts and prompt
lengths required to achieve satisfactory results are presented in Table 2 and Table 3, demonstrating
that the iChat is more efficient and user-friendly.

Human preference. Users were asked to rank the interactive systems based on their user experience,
focusing specifically on the results generated by these systems. Ten unbiased human evaluators were
then responsible for assessing the quality of the outcomes. The evaluation results can be found in
Table 2 and Table 3. As can be observed, our iChat stands out for its efficiency and user-friendliness,
and gains a higher preferences.

4.2 Demonstrations

iChat is a versatile framework that can support a range of applications involving verbal and non-verbal
interactions. Users can communicate with the system using natural language, as well as gestures
such as clicking, dragging, pointing, etc. We showcase several examples of interesting vision-centric
applications:

Demo 1: interactive image editing. Figure 3 exhibits interactive image editing examples. Except
for verbal instructions and an uploaded image, the iChat receives a cursor clicking at the desired
operating location of the image. The cursors interaction supplements user instructions to the LLM
which controls the visual perception and generation instruments. With more concise and precise
instructions, the InternChat demonstrates pleasing image editing performance.

Demo 2: interactive visual question answering. Figure 4 presents interactive visual question-
answering examples. In the image-centric conversation with an intellective chatbot, the user’s
instructions may revolve around just a region of the image, rather than the entire image. The user can
indicate the location through the simplest clicking or touching operation and communicate with the
chatbot about the concerned region.

Demo 3: interactive image generation. Figure 5 demonstrates image creation examples. The iChat
stores multiple picking image parts as materials. The user can easily assemble the materials by the
dragging interaction. After receiving a verbal prompt and the assembled images from the user, the
iChat controls the generation instruments to create a fancy image, and give it a title.

Demo 4: video highlight interpretation. We have implemented a feature called Video Highlight
Interpretation, which is demonstrated in Figure 6. This feature is designed to help users quickly and
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One-Object Two-Object Three-Object Complex-I Complex-II

Example

Visual ChatGPT [69]
Prompt length 4.9 7.0 8.2 7.3 9.3
# Try (<10) 3.9 9.5 6.2 9.6 9.6
Score (1-5) 3.2 1.5 2.6 0.3 0.6

Example Result

InternChat (ours)
Prompt length 2.7 2.7 3.0 2.6 3.3
# Try (<10) 1.0 1.0 1.3 1.2 1.0
Score (1-5) 4.9 3.6 3.2 4.5 3.4

Example Result

Table 2: User study for “remove something”. “# Try” indicates the number of attempts to get a
satisfactory result, not more than 10 times. “-” means trying more than 10 times and still getting bad
results.

easily understand the essence of a video without having to watch the entire thing. iChat locates the
beginning and end of a video highlight based on its temporal position and then provides a lighthearted
and humorous voice-over interpretation of the highlighted content. In addition to its primary use,
this feature can also be leveraged by users who want to quickly create derivative works based on a
popular video’s main points. By using this feature, users can save time and effort in creating new
content based on existing videos, while still ensuring that the new content accurately reflects the
original material.

These examples exhibit the convenient interactive capabilities and powerful performance on vision-
centric tasks, which come from the novel design of the intelligence system.

4.3 Demonstrations of Husky

Qualitive Evaluation. In this section, we present demonstrations across various scenarios to assess
the performance of the large vision-language model Husky. Qualitive results are shown in Figure 7.
These diverse examples showcase the strong capabilities of our Husky.

Quantitative Evaluation. We also perform a quantitative evaluation on Husky. We follow the setting
of LLaVA [37] and adopt Husky to predict the answers to the provided 90 questions of the 30 COCO
validation images. We leverage ChatGPT-3.5-turbo to measure the quality of our model’s generated
responses and apply GPT-4’s predictions (provided by LLaVA) as a reference. As reported in Table 4,
Husky can impress ChatGPT-3.5-turbo with 93.89 % GPT-4 Quality. It is worth mentioning that,
according to the analysis conducted by ChatGPT-3.5-turbo, Husky demonstrates a reasoning capacity
that is comparable to that of GPT-4. However, when it comes to conversation and providing detailed
descriptions, Husky is still lagging behind that of GPT-4.
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Test Case Single-Object Two-Object Three-Object Complex-I Complex-II

Example

Visual ChatGPT [69]
Prompt length 7.0 9.3 9.8 7.8 9.4
# Try 1.2 4.8 9.3 8.5 10
Score (1-5) 4.2 2.2 0.7 0.2 0.0

Example Result

InternChat (ours)
Prompt length 6.6 7.0 6.1 6.9 7.3
# Try 1.0 1.0 1.2 1.0 4.6
Score (1-5) 4.5 5.0 3.8 4.4 1.9

Example Result

Table 3: User study for “replace something with something” “# Try” indicates the number
of attempts to get a satisfactory result, not more than 10 times. “-” means trying more than 10 times
and still getting bad results.

Conversation Detail description Complex reasoning All

96.13 83.87 102.95 93.89

Table 4: Detailed Quantitative Results

4.4 Limitations

Given that iChat is built upon online resources, potential limitations of this integrated system may
include: Model Performance. iChat’s effectiveness largely hinges on the quality and accuracy of
the underlying open-sourced models. Limitations or biases in these models could adversely affect
iChat’s performance.

Scalability. As user interactions grow more complex or encompass a greater number of instances,
maintaining accuracy and response times could prove challenging for the system. Moreover, the
current non-learnable cooperation between vision foundation models and language models, e.g., not
being tuned by instruction data, could impede capitalizing on the full capacity of the used models.

Adaptability. iChat might struggle to adjust to novel or uncommon scenarios absent from the training
data of its employed models, leading to a compromised performance in unpredictable situations.

User Interface. Despite emphasizing user-friendliness, some users might still face difficulties
utilizing the combined pointing and language instructions effectively, which could impact their
overall experience.

Compatibility. Achieving seamless integration with a diverse array of devices and platforms
could pose challenges due to varying hardware capabilities, software constraints, or accessibility
requirements.
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W

click

I have used the tool "Segment the Clicked Region" to 
segment the clicked region in the image.

I have used the tool "Remove the masked object" with 
the input "tmp/img001.png", and the output is 
"tmp/img002.png"

I have used the tool “Replace the masked object” to 
replace the clicked region with a yellow dog of 
"tmp/img001.png". The output image is 
"tmp/img003.png"

WRemove the selected region.

WReplace it with the Eiffel Tower.

Figure 3: Interactive image editing.

W

click

I have used the tool “Image OCR tool” to segment the 
clicked region in the image. The text is “ROCK 
SHRIMP....................popcorn shrimp, glazed with chef's 
special mayo 8.00 ”

"Rock Shrimp" is a dish consisting of small shrimp that 
have been breaded and fried until crispy, similar to 
"popcorn shrimp." The dish is then coated with a special 
mayonnaise glaze created by the chef. The cost of this 
dish is $8.00.

WI want to eat one meat and one vegetarian. I have $20 in 
my pocket. What can I buy? 

Based on the prices given in the menu, you can buy the 
following:

Meat dish - Hamachi Kama for $9.95 Vegetarian dish -
Edamami for $4.50
Total cost: $14.45

Since you have $20 in your pocket, you still have $5.55 
left. You can choose to add a seaweed salad or a drink to 
complete your meal.

WWhat's it?

Figure 4: Interactive visual question answer.

Privacy and Security. As an AI-driven system, iChat may raise concerns regarding data privacy and
security, especially if sensitive information is processed or shared within the platform.

5 Conclusion

We have developed InternChat (iChat for short), a dynamic visual framework that tackles vision-
centric tasks. Designed with an emphasis on user-friendliness and efficacy, iChat delivers a top-tier
experience among current open-source tools. Our methodology seamlessly merges pointing and text
commands to issue instructions, allowing users to harness the power of various open-sourced models
without needing expert knowledge. The robustness of iChat has been showcased in complex visual
scenarios involving multiple instances, utilizing user-level text comprehension from the current LLM
and employing cursors or gestures through pointing devices.

iChat appreciates both pointing and linguistic directives, leveraging the perception unit and LLM
controller to synchronize and execute applications within an open-world toolkit. Our system has
successfully performed intricate interactive tasks beyond the capabilities of purely language-based
systems. User surveys have demonstrated that integrating pointing and language instructions can
boost work efficiency in challenging situations. Aspiring to be the foundational benchmark for
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W

WGenerate a new image. My prompt is Prompts: An 
Ultraman wear in overalls is holding a pan in his hand in 
the boundless universe image/abc7b8f5.png.

I have used the tool "Generate Image Condition On 
Segmentations" with the input "tmp/img001.png", and 
the output is "tmp/img002.png"

I have used the tool "Segment Anything on Image" with 
the input "tmp/img001.png", and the output is 
"tmp/img002.png".

WSegment Anything on Image of tmp/img001.png

draft 
cobbled by 

image patches
(using drag)

Figure 5: Interactive image generation.

I have used the "Cut and Generate Video tool" to cut out 
the dancing part of the video ./tmp/001.mp4 and the 
output file is ./tmp/002.mp4.

W

click

I have used the tool "Segment the Clicked Region" to 
segment the clicked region in the video. 

The generated videos are all clips of 
playing basketball

Attention, girls and boys! Here's a handsome 
young man named Xiao Shuai, who is not only 
an excellent dancer but also an amazing 
basketball player! On stage, he demonstrated 
an unparalleled ability to perform with 
precision, leaving everyone in awe.

WCut out the part of dribbling the basketball.

Figure 6: Video highlight interpretation.

visual interactive systems, iChat is committed to ongoing updates and improvements for exceptional
performance.
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Human: describe the image in detail.

Assistant: The image features a man dressed in a business
suit with a chicken costume covering his entire body, giving
him an amusing and unique appearance. The man's face is
not visible, as it is hidden under the chicken head and mask.
This image is an artistic representation and not a real-life
scenario.

Human: is this image funny?

Assistant: The image has a humorous and whimsical quality
to it, which may be interpreted as funny by some people.
The juxtaposition of a man in a business suit with a chicken
costume covering his entire body is unexpected and
amusing, invoking a sense of humor and playfulness.
However, humor is subjective and may not be universally
appreciated, so it may not be considered funny by everyone.

Human: write a poem about the image.

Assistant: A young man and woman sit together on the
rooftop of a tall building,
A city skyline in view, a view that's quite enthralling.

Their embrace is tender, a moment captured in time,
A moment to cherish, an image of love between these two.

Sitting on the roof of a tall building, they pose for a picture,
Embraced in each other, a scene that's quite captivating.

Their love so tender, it shines through in their eyes,
A bond that's strong and lasting, that's quite impressive.

A young couple in love, a moment captured in time,
A city skyline in view, a beautiful sight to see.

(a) Caption & Joke Understanding (b) Poem Generation

Human: With the objects in the 
image, if you feel hot, what will you 
do, write your plan and explain it.

Assistant: 1. First, you would likely check the temperature
at the top of the computer monitor to see if the screen gets
hot.
2. You would then check the temperature of the fan that is
situated on the desk.
3. If the temperature rises above an acceptable level, you
would proceed to open the fan and manually adjust the
speed or ventilation to cool the device down.
4. While doing so, you would also check the temperature of
other components, such as the CPU and RAM, to ensure
that they are not excessively hot and functioning optimally.
5. If you notice that the device still feels hot, you would
proceed to check the room temperature to determine if it's
too high and potentially causing the overheating problem.
6. Finally, you would implement a plan to address the issue,
such as adjusting the airflow in the room, turning on the air
conditioner or opening a window to let in some fresh air."

The photo shot at 
Shanghai AI Lab

(c) Complex Reasoning

Human: write a story between the
boy and the panda according to the
image
Assistant: Once upon a time, in a small village nestled
between the mountains on a misty morning, a young boy
and a giant panda went for their walk down the rain-soaked
road.
The boy, who was a curious young lad, was fascinated with
the huge panda walking down the road. The panda had a
curious look on his face, as he was not used to walking on
such a narrow path. As the panda made his way down the
road, the boy followed him, trying to understand the
panda's movements and behavior. The panda seemed to
move slowly and gracefully despite the heavy rain, and the
boy was in awe of his strength and agility. The boy was
determined to learn more about the panda, so he followed
his every step, soaking in the experience like a sponge. As
they walked together down the rain-soaked road, the boy
and panda bonded in their shared journey, and the young
boy was enriched with a unique and unforgettable
experience.

(d) Story Generation

Figure 7: Demonstrations of Husky across various scenarios.
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